A Visit to the Building for Kids
Today, I am going to visit the Building for Kids Children’s Museum. There are a lot of great exhibits I can explore. Will you explore with me?

First, I stop at the Welcome Desk to sign in. Here, I am greeted by a staff member.

Then, I go to the exhibits. The first I stop at is the Doll Hospital where I can take care of the babies.
I can pretend to withdraw money at Fox Communities Credit Union.

I can check out with pretend food at Kwik Trip.
I can find the airplane exhibit next. I can pretend to be a pilot or work in the control tower. I can even see what it feels like to be a passenger on the aircraft.
I see the Discovery Tree next. This tree has five tree forts and nets to climb. It feels like I am climbing in a real rain forest high above everyone else in the museum.

The next exhibit I want to explore is called Move It. I can use levers, pulleys, and ramps to change the path of bright balls shooting through clear tubes. It is so fun watching where the balls go.
The Amazing Heart, a 10-foot human heart that I climb in and slide down, is one of my favorites. I can hear the heart beat from many places in the museum.

Look, the Crane! I can operate the crane and move the objects with an electromagnet.
I also found the Big Dig exhibit. I can use many different construction vehicles to dig throughout the rubble.

The fire truck exhibit is fun too. I can dress up as a firefighter, pretend to drive the truck, or put out a fire.
The da Vinci Studio is where I can use fun supplies like markers, paint, glue and stickers. They even have different projects and activities I can do while I am visiting.

The Water Gallery is where I can splash around and not worry about getting things wet. I can put on a raincoat, race boats down the water paths, and play around in the fountains that shoot out water.
Everybody Play is up next. I get to build using blocks and other objects. Today, I am going to try to build a tower that is taller than me.

I had so much fun at the Building for Kids Children’s Museum. I cannot wait to go back again soon. Thank you for exploring with me. What do you want to do next time you visit the Building for Kids?